
TIPS FReM TEACHERS AND EDUCATeRS FeR USING KIND CAMPUS 

"We include Kindness suggestions in our weekly memo to teachers in an effort to create a kinder culture." 

--Classroom teacher 

"We teach Kind Campus lessons daily and implement the vast majority of its interventions. Students and 

staff nominate each other for Kind Campus awards and we select monthly Mini Bell recipients." 

--School administrator, Lawrenceburg, KY 

"We have assemblies throughout the year where we discuss aspects of Kind Campus, and we have a 

Kindness Corridor where we highlight the kind things we do throughout the year." --Classroom teacher, 

Greenwich, CT 

"There are visible reminders we are a Kind Campus and the morning announcement involves kind notices 

written by the students to other students and teachers." --Classroom teacher, Tucson, AZ 

"Each day the children go over the rules of the school. Kindness is always the answer, plus students are 

encouraged to persist in kindness throughout the day." --School counselor, Tucson, AZ 

"We have 5th grade leaders who lead multi-age lessons on kindness." --School administrator, Clayton, MO 

"We are active with our language, our visuals, morning announcements, our t-shirts, sending Kind Notes to 

the community and other states, grade level community times, and assemblies." --School 

counselor, Danbury, CT 

"We have lots of visuals, everyone knows we are a kind campus." --School administrator, Tucson, AZ 

"We have the Kind Notes which students can give at any time when they see another student doing something 

kind. It could be to another student, or staff. Teachers practice solving conflicts among students using a 

kind approach." --Classroom teacher, Nogales, AZ 

"Over the past five years of our school being a Kind Campus, the focus of our school has become kindness 

and the kind conversation is alive and well and a part of our everyday experience." --Classroom teacher, 

Tucson, AZ 

"It is now a permanent part of our school
1

s culture." --Classroom teacher, Tucson, AZ 




